Positive career prospects arose as a direct result of studying at DLCS and some great friendships as well. The flexibility, support & practical application of the course topics were impressive & provided genuine professional opportunities. DLCS has all this and more. Apply now!

Strathclyde’s motto “A place for useful learning” is just that. The benefits gained from studying in the Civil Engineering Department included increased career and networking opportunities. In fact, I am sure that my course at DLCS directly contributed to me winning my current position with BRE, the prestigious Research Consultancy. This role includes managing projects on Climate Change related issues and brings me into contact with a very broad range of stakeholders, including Government, Business and Industry.

Instead of graduating with an MRes I have now transferred to a part-time PhD, the MRes has allowed me to do this as it is considered a research degree. I now have four years more study within the DLCS and I am ready for the challenge.

Don't dither, if you have read this far you should find out more, contact DLCS now and find out how you can improve your prospects at Strathclyde. There is no better time to start than now.

“I can definitely recommend a postgraduate course at the David Livingstone Centre for Sustainability (DLCS). Why? As a mature student with a young family, busy full time job, and looking for a relevant & challenging course, I found it at DLCS. The excellent level of support, encouragement and interaction with DLCS staff was truly inspiring & motivational.”

Steven McKay
MRes in Sustainable Construction and Infrastructure

“Positive career prospects arose as a direct result of studying at DLCS”